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This project would never have started without my first supervisor Prof. Henk Voogd, who 
passed away in March 2007. Although he was already suffering from a brain tumour when I 
arrived in Groningen, he still spared me time regularly once a week. Those discussions 
with him have formed a foundation for this project. I am grateful to Prof. Greg Ashworth for 
succeeding Henk as my supervisor. He is cosy and, in a sense, loose, but his style after all 
fitted my character. He gave me valuable advice at crucial points. 
 
I have to thank the Faculty of Spatial Sciences for allowing me to stay so long and use 
university facilities, particularly the amazingly resourceful university libraries. I also highly 
appreciate the friendly staff of the Groninger Archieven, my favourite place, where I read 
historical materials almost every day during the first three years or so. 
 
Many people provided me with precious information concerning the planning history of 
Groningen. Among others, Gerard Tolner and Rob van Vliet of the municipal Department of 
Urban Planning and Economic Affairs, Evert Alkema of the Groningen division of the PvdA, 
Maarten Schalij, and Teun Jan Zanen. Thank you very much. 
 
My thanks also go to PhD colleagues, particularly Laksmi Wisnu and Peng Jianchao, who 
were willing to help me with various logistical works after I left the Netherlands. 
 
But above all, I have to thank my parents, Kuniji and Sugako. They have placed their 
absolute trust in me, given me encouraging words, sent me various documents if 
necessary, and regularly sent Japanese cakes (!). Without their hearty support, I would 
never have completed this project. 
 
Shinji Tsubohara坪原紳二 
Kumamoto, March 2010 
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